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Tor a long time I thought I wanted to be Then Ia nun. realized that what I really wanted to be was a lesbian."
Mabel Maney
Campus renovated for inauguration
Alexandra DeGrandchamp
Voice Staff
Spring has sprung in Wooster, and
campus is ringing with the sound of
jackhammers. McGaw Chapel,
Freedlander Theatre and Scheide
Music Center have all undergone
Interior renovations in Freedlander Theatre, shown above, include new seats and charcoal
gray carpeting. McGaw Chapel and Scheide Music Center also received makeovers with inte-
rior and exterior projects (Photo by Mark DeWine). "
Beta Kaoua Phi raises
Alex Gioiella
Voice Staff
On Thursday, April 17, the broth-
ers of Beta Kappa Phi ran 60 miles
with a baseball from the first section
of Armington to Progressive Field
in Cleveland to raise money for can-
cer research. The baseball was then
thrown out as the ceremonial first
pitch of the game, making the "60
mile pitch" a rather long one.
7 Days of Gays" aimed to educate, entertain campus
MissieiSie Bender Gays 'cked witn a v'ewing of a Anthropology and Women's Studies
A&E Editor '
This past Saturday, Allies &
Queers held Gayla, a celebration
organized that wrapped up the past
week's events and activities that pro-
moted homosexuality awareness. "7
Days of Gays" began on Sunday,
April 13 and ended on April 19,
bringing in several outside speakers
to the College.
"The speakers can relate to any
sort of. Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual,
Transgender, Queer, , Ally
(LGBTQA) topics," said .Sarah
Gollwiter '09, an active member of
Allies & Queers and the treasurer of
the group. "In the past, we have also
had film showings fof movies '
like 'Brokeback' Mountain' and
'Rent,'" Gollwitzer added.
Allies & Queers is responsible for
organizing, publicizing and running
the events. "There were a lot of peo-
ple in Allies & Queers who helped
put- - this event together," said
Michael MacDonald '09. MacDonald
serves as the president for Allies &
Queers. He worked closely with
Gollwitzer and other members of
the group to plan "7 Days of Gays."
This year, "7 Days of Gays"
included queer-them- ed I.S. presenta-
tions as well as other scheduled
events. On Sunday, "7 Days of
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recent renovations to enhance the
campus in time for the inauguration
of President Grant Cornwell this
weekend.
The largest and most expensive
renovations were interior and exteri-
or projects that took place in McGaw
Chapel from early March to April 14.
All 31 members of Beta Kappa Phi
participated, with 26 of them doing
the actual running. The run started
at 8 a.m. in front of Armington and
ended at 4 p.m. Bt Progressive Field,
totaling a grueling eight Tiours of
running. The average mileage for
each runner was about two miles,
save for Aaron Schiffrik '08, who ran
10 miles, and Alex Balme '10, who
ran six.
According to Tyler Linvill '10, a
short documentary ' about same-se- x
marriage in Kenarden Lodge. On
Monday, Allies & Queers hosted an
International Allies & Queers Panel
that took place in Babcock dining
hall. This event was cosponsored
"A & Q is not just
about the gay, les-
bian, bisexual, trans-gend- er
population of
the school. The
allies part of Allies
and Queers is just as
important."
Michael McDonald '09
Allies & Queers President
with the International Living
Program and included representa-
tives from all over the world. Each
representative discussed how their
cultures deal and have dealt with
queer culture.,
On Tuesday, April 15, Visiting
Assistant Professor of English Karl
Woelz, Assistant Professor of
i flBwaaiireH
Stephanie Fuller '09 dis-
cusses religious expecta-
tions
.
as a byproduct of
Catholic schooling. See
page 3.
Sara Brown, viewpoints edi-
tor, brings to light the stress-
ful academic climate found at
Jhe semester's end. Read
about it on pag6 3.
Efforts were made to beautify the
interior of the chapel for Cornwall's
convocation ceremony. McGaw's
interior cinderblock construction
was resurfaced and received a paint
finishing, . and new carpeting was
laid on the floors.
In addition, McGaw's stage was
monev with "Sixrv mile nitrri"
member of Beta Kappa Phi, "Luckily
we had a beautiful, sunny day that
made running a little more enjoyable.
During the time we were running we
enjoyed spending quality --time with
our brothers. We all had the feeling
we were making a difference for a
great cduse."
The money was raised for the V
Foundation for cancer research,
founded in 1993 by Jim Valano, a
broadcaster for ESPN. It will be kept
Christa Craven and Associate
Professor of History Karen Taylor
held, an informal discussion in Old
Main Cafe during the afternoon.
On Wednesday there was a comical
theatrical performance by activist
Peterson Toscano titled, "Doin'
Time in the Homo-N- o Mo Halfway
House." This took place in the Gault
Recital Hall of Scheide Music
Center.
On Thursday, James Madigan,
Staff Attorney for Lambda Legal
presented "Gays and the Law" at the
Unitarian Universalist Fellowship
located on Burbank Road. Students
were brought to this location by the
provided sluittle service. On Friday,
author David Valentine presented his
book on transgender issues in an
event cosponsored by the women's
studies department and the depart-
ment of sociology and anthropology.
Finally, at the end of the week stu-
dents got a chance to dance and
socialize at the UG. At midnight, the'.
Allies & Queers put on their "Drag
Show" as other students danced and
mingled.
"We want to make it clear that A &
Q is not just about the gay, lesbian,
bisexual, transgender population of
the school," said McDonald. "The
allies part of Allies and Queers is
just as important. I know it can be
i 3M!n& l
r
Wooster aftim adds "designer'
to her already full resume
which includes wife, mom,
grad student and former
teacher. Read more on page 4.
dressed with a theatrical drape example, a recent wedding party in
across the organ. McGaw described the building as
According to Facilities Project "gorgeous," and several staff mein-Manag- er
Vince Williamson, many of hers used the word "cheerful."
McGaw's imperfections were due to : Student Government Association
"water intrusion."
u , .
......... President Patricia
As a result, exten- - "TlllS project IS Riley 'OS said,
sive work was done r . "McGaw looks like a,Sre3t t0r t,le lnaU"outside of McGaw different building
to ensure that such guratlOn, DUt the
damage does not , ... ,.. .
reoccur. Due to time College Will be
constraints, however, Q utze tlethe renovations to
McGaw are not yet facilities 171016
flUSTON-HNDLE- Y
complete.
overall.'A second round of
construction, this .
time focusing on the SHIRLEY
nrnADTmrMTroof of the chapel, LLrnrsi
will begin shortly
after the completion.
ivicim i
and
of inauguration festivities.
Though there are no formal plans'
as of yet, the College is also looking
to perhaps update McGaw interior
' acoustic treatments. ,
The McGaw renovations, includ- -
ing the new rooting system, cost less
than $200,000. Williamson stated
that lie has received several positive
comments on the renovation. For
in the area, as it is being given to the
Cleveland Clinic. The money will
also be used to fund other cancer
awareness programs.
y
The little baseball's job wasn't
over when it got to Progressive
Field, though. Schiffrick, accompa-
nied,
,
by Chris Collen '09 and Gilbert
.Lemieux '08, threw the baseball as
"the first pitch to ceremoniously open'
.
the game.
All ot the current Betas in atten
Students took part in a drag show at the UG last Saturday night
for "7 Days of Gays." The week7long celebration, hosted by
Allies & Queers, was designed to increase awareness of sexu-
al identity (Photo courtesy Genevieve Pecharka '09).
intimidating to people who don't
want to immediately be labeled to
join . an organization revolving
around those issues, but our goal is
to be a welcoming community to all
students."
"As for "J Days of Gays,' I guess
all I can say is that it is a great series
of events that includes both fun and
i m 1
"Fiery Furnaces" and "Cool
Kids" were the featured per-
formers for Spring Fest and
Relay for Life last Friday.
See more on page 6.
... the renovations
were much needed."
,
Alexander Jue '10
concurred, stating
the building looks
"more alive."1
Because of its aes-
thetically pleasing
interior,' he said he
expects "the use of
rr TLirATrnur inLMicrc the building to
Dance Chair increase.- -
- F r e e d 1 a n d e r
Theatre also received a beautifying
interior renovation to host two of
today's inaugural events. The main
theater, which hadn't been updated in
approximately 15 to 20 years, was
completely repainted.
In addition, all of the theater's
seats and carpeting were torn out,
See "Renovation," page 2
dance, as well as some Beta alums
who came for the game, had a great
time," Linvill said. "We were happy
to get support from the many other
Wooster students who were in atten-
dance at the game. WAC (Wooster
Activities Crew) quickly sold out all
of its tickets it had for the game. All
in all it was a great event."
To add icing to the cake, the
Indians beat the Detroit Tigers in a
crushing 1 1- -1 defeat.
educational aspects of queer issues. fc
There are lots of things to be '
learned from the events we put on
and I feel as though education about
queer issues is the first step towards
a more accepting community. Also,
our events are always a lot of fun,
so if you missed them, you missed
out," he said.
1 mam
.; :
Wooster golf posted its best
finish of the season last
weekend, finishing fifth at
the Nye Intercollegiate. For
more details of golf and
other sports, see page 7.
tvt VoiceNews
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NATION
Clinton victorious
in Pennsylvania
Sen. Hillary Clinton won a crucial
victory in the Pennsylvania primary
Tuesday, after political analysts pre-
dicted that she needed a win in the
Keystone State in order to stay in
the race.
Clinton's double-dig- it win was
approximately 55-4- 5 in her favor.
Despite Clinton's Pennsylvania vic-
tory, Sen. Barack Obama has won more
state primaries and caucuses, and cur-
rently leads her in overall delegate
count as well as the popular vote.
Neither candidate can secure the
2,025 delegates1 required to win the
Democratic nomination, so the decision
will likely be made by superdelegates.
The Democrats will face off in
Indiana May 6.
Gas prices to soar
in coming months
At press time, the average price of
a gallon of gas has soared to $3.53,
making $100 fill-u- ps a reality for
many Americans.
Even hybrids such as the Toyota
Prius are costing about $45 a tank.
California has the highest average
in the nation with $3.87 at press time,
though many gas stations in the state
are charging over $4 per gallon.
The price of gas is expected to
jump 25 cents over the next month,
with prices continuing to climb over
the summer. '
Drunk driving rated
highest in Midwest
According to a government report,
the upper Midwest has the worst
drunken driving rates in the country.
The poll also claims that 15 percent of
qIhU ,l i ..: luuun uiivcia olium uk iiauuii nave
driven under the influence.
State-by-sta- te breakdowns suggest
that people in the North and those with
similar climate surroundings are more
likely to consume alcohol heavily.
U.S. Navy Contrac-
tor chargedfor spying
A U.S. Navy civilian contractor has
been charged for trying to provide
personal information about military
personnel and reservists to a person
he thought was a foreign spy, accord-
ing to the FBI.
Randall G. Craig Jr., 41, was arrest-
ed last Friday. On Tuesday, he was
indicted by a Houston grand jury on
charges of aggravated identity theft
and exceeding authorized computer
access for personal reasons.
WORLD
American denied
Mt. Everest climb
A U.S. mountain climber was forced
to turn away from Mount Everest
because he was carrying a "Free Tibet"
banner.
He was caught with the banner in
lilo kniro ft riinHAni'i. L n ..ni.i ungn ai t-vci- csi udse camp.
Chinese climbers carrying the
Olympic torch plan to climb to the
summit next month.
Petraeus to be nom-
inatedfor command
Defense Secretary Robert M.
Gates announced Wednesday that
Gen. David H. Petraeus will be nom-
inated to lead the United States
Central Command, which oversees
military operations throughout the
Middle East, Africa and Asia. For the
past year, Petraeus has led U.S.
troops in Iraq.
The decision suggests that the
U.S. government plans to keep
troops in Afghanistan and Iraq for
some time to come.
Briefs compiled by Justine McCullough
Last week, production assistant
Ashley Farrar was omitted from the
staff box on page 3. An editor erred.
While we strive for excellence
every week, we, too, sometimes fall
short. Please send your corrections
to voicewnoster.edu.
Wooster alumna discovers tomato Sun gene
Aneesha Kumar
Voice Staff
Recent biology graduate Erin
Schaffner '07 had her work, titled "A
rtetrotransposon- -
Mediated Gene "Tomato shape
Duplication Underlies ,
Morphological research aims to
Variation of Tomato defme the parame.
rruit, published in r
one of the world's ters thatvve can con
mbst prestigious sci
ence journals. trol to design novel
Schnaffner, along shapes, aS
with a team of other.
sciei ntists working at produce a
the Ohio Agricultural dent fruit
Research and
Development Center, Erindiscovered that there
are nutrients of a dif
ferent type of sun -
that affects the shape of tomatoes.
According to Schaffner, "The goal
in tomato shape research aims, to
define the parameters that we can
control to design novel shapes, as
International relations
Pat Hughes
Chief Staff Writer
Every profession has certain
devices that a person should obtain if
they wish to be successful in their
chosen field. A plumber needs a
wrench to tighten a leaky pipe. A
doctor needs a stethoscope to listen
to a patient's heart. However,, for
many graduating seniors, the neces-
sities of their particular. trade are
not always as plainly defined as some
would like them to be.
Ethnic Fair brings foreign cultures to Wooster
J'f ; Tanzania
--
. !. , ... ' , .
m :--s- .... -- ,rvfc-vvi
-
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.:
Last Saturday, the Ethnic Fair was held at Wooster's fairgrounds. Representatives
from different foreign countries set up booths with various items for show, such as
clothing, cultural items and pamphlets. Tulipan Hungarian Pastry and Coffee Shop
set up next to the Hungarian booth to sell food and coffee. People could also get
Indian food from the Saffron Patch Restaurant in the food tent. Another fair feature
was German folk dancing by young children (Photo by Chandra Asar). 1
Three major campus
Construction
continued from p. 1
and new charcoal gray carpeting
replaced the red. The green carpet-
ing of Wishart's lobby was also
replaced this week. The sound sys-
tem, original to the building, was
updated, and a rear projector was
installed.
Department of Theatre and Dance
Chair Shirley Huston-Findle- y raved
about the changes, saying, "The
department couldn't be more
thrilled" with the changes. "The ren-
ovations enhance the abilities of the
department and of the College ..."
this project is great for the inaugura-
tion, but the College will be able to
utilize the facilities more overall,"
she added..
The project, which lasted from
early March to April 13, totaled
approximately $23,000. Both
McGaw and Freedlaniler's renova-
tions were financed through capital
funds.
Scheide Music Center's courtyard
began a renovation project during
the latter half of March to revamp
the crumbling concrete and stairs.
Williamson, the facilities project
manager, stated that the patio was
well as produce a more efficient fruit
product for packing and. distribution.
Furthermore, this type of research
may be able to be related to similarly
related plants." This particular work
enhances the
future of studies
on genes and their
proteins, and can
further assist in
determining the
same for other
related fruits and
vegetables such as
Well aS the pepper.
Additionally, con-
trollingmore efh- - the design
product and shape of ther fruits can increase
Schaffner '07 efficiency for fruit ".
packing and dis-- vWooster Alumna tribution.
Schaffner began
work on this subject during her
sophomore research under the guid-an- ce
of Esther van der Knapp of the
OARDC by studying the entrance of
the Sun gene into the tomato
This past Tuesday, College of
Wooster alumna Hilary Jones '02,
returned to her alma mater.to
enlighten the current student body
about the tools she has used to find
professional success since leaving
Wooster six years prior.
Graduating with a major in
national relations, Jones has been
able to find work with different
organizations around the globe,
including working in Nicaragua
with the Nature Conservancy, con-
sulting for USAID in Angola and
demolished and replaced with a con-
crete and brick inlay pattern.
Drainage issues in the courtyard
were also addressed.
This project was overseen by
Director of Campus Grounds Beau
Mastrine at the end of March and
was completed during the latter half
of this week, in time for inauguration
genome. Intrigued by this particular
field of work, Schaffner moved on to
pursue it as her Independent Study
topic.
"Having the background knowl-
edge and familiarity of the OARD'C
facilities helped me
decide to pursue fur-
ther research in this
subject area for my
Senior Independent
Study project," said
Schaffner. "After a few
months of negative
results during my sen-
ior year, I started wok-
ing more closely on the
published research
topic so' that I could
L Jv
Erin Schaffner '07
Wooster Alumna
contribute positive
results to my Independent Study and
the paper, while continuing the other
focus of my project, the protein
expression."
One of the notable contributions
to Schaffner's excellence in her work
has been her experience at .the
College. "The College of Wooster
graduate gives lecture
representing the Embassy for El
Salvador.
Armed with a toolbox, a bag of
souvenirs and a stuffed monkey for
former advisor and current
Professor of International Relations
Kent Kille, Jones regaled the audi-
ence with epic tales of her time
spent working outside of the United
States border.
The students present, the majority
of which were international, rela-
tions majors attempting to reap the
benefits of an hour and a half of
buildings transformed
festivities in the building on Friday
evening. Funding for this project,
unlike the renovations to McGaw
and Freedlander, were donated by a
private source, and the total costs
were unstated.
All three projects, run by nine dif-
ferent contractors, were finished
within the (3-da- y time constraint.
III
was excellent preparation in learning
to collaborate with professional
researchers," she said. "Wooster's
diverse student body helped me suc-
cessfully interact with my interna-
tional colleagues."
"The science curricu
lum at Wooster was also
beneficial in giving me
sufficient background
knowledge in a variety
of field so that f could
have professional con-
versations with those
individuals with whom I
was working," she
added.
Faith and persistence
have been very impor-
tant to Schaffner.
Despite her negative results and
frustrations," she kept surging for-
ward in her I.S. project. Schaffner's
advice to rising seniors is, "In the
end, it will be finished and every-
thing will come together.. It may not
be perfect but when you look back on
it, it's something to be proud of!"
free career advice, sat in silence as
Jones unveiled an interesting array
of anecdotes ranging from assisting.
HIVAIDS patients in Angola to the
proper way to hunt and cook an
armadillo.
Periodically throughout the pres-
entation,. Jones wpuld conclude a
story by opening her toolbox and
removing one of the items inside,
where each trinket symbolized one
of the tools of success in the realm
of international relations. A pair of
high-heel- ed shoes represented the
need for a person to play and dress
the part of the position they held. A
pocket-size- d Spanish-Americ- an dic-
tionary served as a reminder of the.
importance of learning and retain-
ing foreign languages.
By the end of the lecture a total of
five "tools" sat in front of Jones, each
specifically chosen to give audience
members a leg up when it came time
to apply for jobs and internships
related to the broad field of interna-
tional relations.
A question-and-answ- er session
followed the lecture, in which stu-
dents were able . to present Jones
with questions spanning from how
long a person should wait after
graduating college to start applying
to masters programs to Jones' pas-
sion for gardening and a nice slice of
pie. Each question raised was fol-
lowed by a refreshingly honest and
candid response, allowing the person
asking to come away feeling a
heightened sense of security as they
now possessed a more defined idea of
what was waiting for them on the
other side of KaukeArch.
Jones left the audience with a sim-
ple reminder, which truly summa-
rized the essence of the entire affair.
"The world belongs to us. Why not
enjoy it?"
Williamson credited reliable contrac-
tors and a skilled internal work force
for the timely finish.
The projects were "always chal-
lenging," he said, "but the fast-pac- ed
environment 'makes the construct-
ion, challenging ... I'm very
pleased with the results and the posi-
tive feedback," he added.
The largest construction projects have centered on McGaw Chapel. These projects have
included recarpeting, laying a drape across the organ and resurfacing and paint-finishi- ng the
interior cinderblock construction (Photo by MarkOeWine).
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It seems like niost people have at
least heard of
,
Barack Obama's
speech, "A More' Perfect Union,"
delivered on March 18 in
Philadelphia. I have watchetl it three
times now. Each time I have gained a
deeper under-
standing of the
importance of the
speech and truth
, I that it contains.
J. I will try to
.. recreate the two
ryanthomas ,
main points that I
took away from the speech in hopes
that it will spark your interest and
maybe even inform your viewing of it
(it's on YouTube). First, Obama
paints a compelling account of the
racial divide in America by explain-
ing, but not justifying, both black and
white resentment for the other race.
He begins by reminding us of the
legalized and systematic discrimina-
tion by whites against blacks during
which many of our own parents and
certainly our grandparents lived.
Lack of opportunity made it impossi-
ble for some blacks to provide for
their families. This demeaning
oppression, Obama says, prevented
the accumulation of wealth and creat-
ed a 'legacy of defeat' in some" that has
been passed down from generation to
generation.
Understandably, then, the resent-
ment that some blacks have for whites
has carried over to whites who were
not part of the oppression that creat-
ed the conditions for today's institu-
tionalized racism.
Next, Obama explains the source
of white resentment toward blacks as
stemming from an 'immigrant atti-
tude.' Whites feel that they have
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Sen. Obama's s i rpeecn lessons
bridges. racial divides
earned everything that they have.
Being a white person myself, I can
speak from experience. I grew up in a
very diverse neighborhood and went
to integrated public schools from
grade school through high school.
Still, although many of my friends
have been black or, in the case of my
best friend, of mixed race, I did not
see or understand white privilege
until I learned about it academically.
It's hard to see white privilege as a
white person. I believe that these are
the roots of social problems in this
country --- there is a segment of the
population that is not spoken for and,
consequently, theje is not enough dia-
logue between minorities and
Caucasians about the problems that
arise from white privilege.
I believe that this last point was the
main focus of Obama's speech.
Americans have to come together so
that whites can better understand the
privilege that we unknowingly enjoy.
We cannot be afraid to lose our privi-
lege. And blacks have to be willing to
work with whites so that we can solve
these problems together. I don't claim
to have all of the answers, nor do I
think that 1 completely understand
white privilege.
What I do know is that the only
way to solve the racial problems in
our country is to face them through
open discussion.
Finally, while this speech served as
a response to his former pastor, Rev.
Jeremiah Wright's" comments, I
believe that it was inevitable in
Obama's campaign for social change.
Ryan has written several editorials in the
Voice, lie can be reached for comment at
IWhomas08wooster.edu.
Our View
Do you sit by the drinks? Mow about
on the round table side of Lowry? Or
do you and your xsse take up three
tables against the cereal every day?
Regardless of where you sit in
Lowry, as a creature of habit, you prob-
ably sit in approximately the same place-da- y
in and day out. Various groups on
campus have even sat in the same spot
so habitually that the secific table has
been given a name for instance, if
the Voice staff had a table in Lowry, it
might be called "the newsies table."
Last week, a group of students were
well aware of this dining room phe-
nomenon when they t)k over "some-
one else's table." Childish, but whatev-
er. The least appetizing aspect was
their actions after they ate.
Rather than follow ing simple Lowry
protocol and carrying their trays to the
moving line, this group of individuals
left a disgusting mess of glares, sil-
verware, plates and uneaten food all
over the table. The mass amount of
trash made it evident that this wasn't
an instance of accidentally leaving a
napkin or forgetting a tray, but a delib-
erate act of rudeness.
What really concerns the Voice staff
about this situation is that whoever left
the trash wasn't bothering the other
people who usually sat at that table
all they had to do was choose another
place to sit. All that this situation
accomplished was extra time and effort
on the part of the Lowry staff to clean
up the mess.
Not only is this unfair, but it is also
extremely rude and childish. As much
as the student body complains about
Lowry food, the Lowry staff is incred-
ibly kind to the students, and they put
in long hours to make sure we are well-fe- d.
Don't make extra work for the
Lowry workers. Clear your table when
you leave.
Opinionated? Contact Viewpoints!
Viewpoints is looking for additional editorialists this year to
express their opinions about campus, national or global issues.
Interested writers should contact the Viewpoints editor at
voiceviewpointswooster.edu.
The Voice welcomes letters to the editors
Letters cannot exceed 350 words in length and must arrive to the
Voice by 5 p.m. on the Monday before Friday publication.
All letters must be signed and include contact information. In addi-
tion, the Voice reserves the right to edit and hold letters.
Please send letters via e-m- ail to voiceviewpointswooster.edu.
Letters can also be sent by campus mail to C-31- 87, The Wooster Voice,
College of Wooster, Wooster, OH 4 M591.
Voice
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rom the Catholic Church:
are religious expectations unrealistic?
"You don't want to niake God
angry, do you, Stephanie?"
My eyes grew big with apology as
if begging my lunch lady not to con-
demn me to hell for stealing a bite of
my PB & J before mealtime prayers.
stephaniefuller
are stressing out over finishing wouldn't be had if 1 were taking only
mounds of work before the last day
of classes and upcoming finals. I'm
in the same boat right now: at this
F 1
sarabrown
Luckily, I was
W forgiven after an
f afternoon full' of
' oenanee which
constituted about
'20 "Hail Mary's"
and 10 "Our
Fathers." By the
1
end my knees were sore and the
strain in my back prohibited me from
partaking in the rousing game of
dodgeball scheduled for later that
day. For that, and for the opportunity
to cleanse -- my sinful nine-year-o- ld
soul, I was certainly thankful.
My Catholic high school career
appropriately echoed the1 days of the '
previous years. Besides trading in my
scotch-guard- ed maroon and grey
plaid jumper for a flattering pair of
tapered navy slacks, the ideals
attempting to be instilled within my
mind
.were the same.
The wide variety of moral slogans
and biblical verses were all con-
densed into the familiar package of
convenient Catholicism. Headlining
such a pretty parcel were two main
objectives which can summarize the
entirety of my religious education-contrar- y
to sane belief, guilt is indeed
a virtue, and perhaps the most impor
time I have two
I.S. to finish and
a memoir to
revise. Not to
mention that I
tant -- God is ALWAYS watching you.
The first -- decree was an acquired
taste, but Willi intense training, I was
able to realize the fault. in many
things I had initially considered inno-
cent enough. had trouble under-
standing, however, as held my new
born sister in my arms, what terrible
act her helpless hands had committed
to warrant her "original sin."
The latter of the two "comhianuV
incurs" resided ' within ine like the
burning hush did within Moses. Sure,
the "God is ALWAYS watching" card
came in handy when wo all thought
twice before picking our noses or our
wedgies, but 1 know it certainly made
me feel uncomfortable, at bath time. I
chuxhed my small breasts as I looked
towards the heavens praying that, by
some' default, God had his eyes
closed.
- At first I tiied'my best to abide by
the Catholic beliefs. A said about
seven prayers a day all at their
appropriate intervals and I kept a
list of my "sins" so as not to forget
any at a coming reconciliation. In the
mornings I had my toast with a tup
of blame and continued my day
walking on egg shells.
It wasn't until later in high school
I realized the ridiculousness of my
mindset. Not only did I come to
favor my vices, but I also began to see
those" I once viewed as my "moral
compasses" as hypoi riles. Their ever-so-styli- sh
WW II) brat clots seemed
one (lass, however, like most stu-
dents, I any'fakiug lour classes.
Sometimes it seems as though pro-
fessors think that their ( lass is the
necessarily true seeing that a lot of
students take certain ( lasses just to
fulfill requirements in ol der to grad-
uate. Hero's a suggestion: why not
ironic in contrast to their actual
nature. '
Although they claimed to worship
a man 'who preached total equality,
they walked around angrily, casting a
disdainful eye on anyone' w ho was dif-
ferent from them, In short, if you
weren't one of the lucky homeown-
ers to have a welcome mat reading
"Jesus Lives Here," you might as well
be Ted Bundy.
I couldn't keep up with the tight
expectations of my religion and I
was tired of serving a cause that
seemed determined to see me fail. I
.was too busy preparing myself for
the afterlife and overlooked the hy-pine- ss
I was entitled to in this life.
So, you may have seen my errant
self meandering on the wrong side of
the tracks or lurking in the darkness,
just looking for a good timeYou may
haVc-scorn- cd ihjr wicked ways lis you
paraded your arrogant self off to
church, where you then prayed for
forgiveness for letting your boyfriend
of three years make it to second base
last night.
But I know for a fact Jesus laughed
with the sinners, so I don't feel bad
about doing the same. After all, God
is always watching, and if that's true,
I know he'd be proud of that rager I
threw Saturday night.
Stephanie is a regular contributor to the
Voice. She can be reachedfur comment at
SFuUertiiKw.wmnter.edu.
Facing the final academic hurdle:
end-of-semest-er projects piling up
This is the time of the year when
college students across the nation
lessor piles on the work for his or her
class at the end of the semester. It
done, there is often an overwhelming
feeling accompanying the stress and,
from my own personal experience, I
have no idea where I should even
start with my work.
Sleep is another aspect of stu-
dent's lives that sutlers at the end of
Spanish papers, only one that matters and that their the semester. Due to immense quan--
7 V two Spanish pre- -
sentations,
assignments are more important tities of work and extracurricularj Junior than others. This is obviouslyi sl not activities, it is inevitable that stu
have several other commitments to . just spread out the woi kload over the
which I have to dedicate my time and entire course of the semester and
I feel as though I
have no time to do
dents are going to be sleep deprived
to some degree.
For some students, they're down
to getting only three or four hours of
sleep a night for a few nights in a
row in order to finish their work.
. Students are will- -
any thing at this "Sometimes it seems as though professors their shop (oven
LtverwXd 8m think that t,lcir cl:,ss is th 0,lly Iie that mat- -so overwneimiu. J healthy) m order to
I'm sure everyone terS ailll that tlKMl' assignments are more do well on their
oSUledL important than others. This is obviously not ZZI
am, and it sucks, in necessarily true seeiniT that a lot of students w;ilkir rnd
'mv ooinion. there J ,
are several reasons take certain classes just to fulfill require- -
?TLS; ts ortcr 'o graduate. Here's a sugges- -
(aside - from the tioii: why not just spread out the workload
aforementioned). . .
First, we are so 0Ver the ClltlFC COUISe ot the SCIllCStCT a lid
close to the end of not pile everythinu; on at the end?"J nschool for the sum- -
mer and the weather
is finally nice outside after months of
nasty snow, -- sleet and cloudy skies.
How could we not just want to go
outside and enjoy the beautiful
weather with our friends and relax?
Work is the last thing most of us
want, to be doing at this point.
Also, it seems as though each pro- -
like zombies, you
will obviously
know why.
Now, I'm not say-
ing that we are
asking for the pity
of professors and
school administra-
tors, I'm just ask
ing that they
not pile everything on at the end;' understand that we are being
I know I'm not the only one w ho is stretched to our limits and are doing
suffering from massive amounts. of the best job we can. A little under
work right now The amount of
work students have during this time
affects more' aspects .of their lives,
not just stress levels. For instance,
because there is so much work to he
standing is all wo are asking for.
V
Sara is a Viewpoints editor for the Voice.
She tan be readied for comment at
SI.Hrowiil)!i(tl uimstfi.edu.
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Wooster alum designs innovative line of accessories
Former COW student turns hobby into fashionable enterprise
Grainne Carlin
Voice Staff
l
.
cases and even journal covers. All prod
ucts are made with beautiful fabric
liandpicked by Hiiulboin. '
Do you ever wonder where your . To keep up with her brand new
College of VK)ster education will lead online store, Kindlxmi makes a new bag
you? Does It ever freak you out to think every single night. I ler workshop is set
of where life will take you next? Jen
Kindboin '02 probably had these same
thoughts when she was studying at the
College.
After graduation, Kindbom became
an English teacher. Following the birth
of her first child, she took time off from
being a teacher to focus on other
endeavors. '
. .
L. J..-J.:-
,. --
..i.,,.rum
up in her attic. Kindlxm says this is for
twp reasons: to keep all of her materials
and bags in one room, and to keep her
products away from Ikt curious two- -.
year-old- 's hands,
Kindbom is a very versatile woman.
"In addition to being a bag maker, I am
also a wife, mommy, grad student, poet
WWWIcnecK uulo t JenJC" s mercnanaise" wmhiukw aiat
and former English
Recently. teacher," she said. '
Kindbom found httptfseatofmypantS.etsy.com How does Kind-th- at
a longtime bom handle all of
hobby could actually turn into a caYecr. this along w ith currently being
While surfing the net on etsy.com,
Kindbom stumbled across the alchemy
section, where she saw an ad for "Craft
Night." She began to sew a tote bag
made out of earth-ton- ed fabric, then
lined the bag with cream-color- ed cor-
duroy. It took her only about two days
to complete the bag. Kindbom received
so many compliments that she decided
to create more bags to enter in silent
auctions or bring to bag parties thrown
by her close friends.
As more people told Kindlxim that
she had a real talent, she began to con-
sider turning this hobby into a job.
Kind!)om now has an online shop,
where, one can find wallets, tote bags,
sets of different matching bags, pencil
pregnant with her second child?
Kindbom does complain sometimes
about falling behind in her classes, but
she definitely manages. Could it be her
liberal arts education, perhaps?
Kindbom's company is definitely tak-
ing off. Her family is extremely
portive and even becoming involved.
Her husband recently surprised her
with a bag rack made of maple wood
and hung it up in her workspace. And
her mother-in-la- w enjoys taking
Kindbom fabric shopping for the stun-
ning fabrics she uses ,tojiiake her
adorable bags and accessories.
Check out Kindbom's online store
and see what you can do with your
Wooster education!
Inauguration Events
Weekend Schedule ;
Friday, April 25
11:30 a.m. 2:30 p.m.
A Moveable Feast of Undergraduate Research
Sample food from local restaurants as you explore the
variety of research being produced by Wooster students.,
Ebert Art Center Freedlander Theatre lobby Kauke Hall,
second floor Taylor Hall first floor Morgan Hall 102
Scovel Hall lobby Severance Chemistry University St lobby
2:30 p.m. 3:30 p.m.
The Transformative Power of Mentored,
Independent Research: Student, Faculty,
and Alumni Perspectives
Mark Wilson '78, Professor of Geology (moderator)
Susan Clayton, Professor of Psychology, and Kerri Melenovsky '08
.
Peter Havholm, Professor of English, and Hannah LeGris '08
Paul Edmiston, Associate Professor of Chemistry, and Warren
Swegal '08 ' " ,
Mark Goodman '90, Executive Vice President & Chief Operating
Officer, Save-a-L- ot Stores
Freedlander Theatre
4 p.m. 5:30 p.m.
The Education Our Students Need Now: A
Roundtable on Liberal Learning in the 21st
. Century
Grant Cornwell, President, The College of Wooster (moderator)
Thomas Coburn, President, Naropa University
Richard Guarasci, President, Wagner College
Caryn McTighe Musil, Vice President for Diversity, Equity and
Global Initiatives, Association of American Colleges
and Universities
Mwenda Ntarangwi, Associate Professor of Sociology, Calvin
College
.
'
,
Carol Geary Schneider, President, Association of American
Colleges and Universities
Daniel Sullivan, President, St. Lawrence University
Schelde Music Center
7:30 p.m.
Inaugural Lecture
Martha Nussbaum, Ernst Freund Distinguished Service
Professor of Law and Ethics, The University of Chicago
Underwritten by the Peter Mortensen Endowed Lecture Fund.
Freedlander Theatre
Saturday, April 26
10:30 a.m.
Inaugural Convocation
McGaw Chapel
Noon
Picnic Luncheon
South Mall
4 p.m.
Spring Dance Concert & Percussion
Ensemble
Freedlander Theatre
9 p.m.
Musica y Danza Latina: An Inaugural Gala
(Latin dance instruction 8 9 p.m.)
Lowry Center (Semi-form- al attire)
Sunday, April 27
2 p.m.
Music Hour
McGaw Chapel
ZZZZZ II Jh)
Wcx)ster's Lowry Center, the student
body's constant dulication to 'community
service becomes fairly obvious. Vibrantly
colored signs advertising upcoming service
events take up .a sizeable portion of the
buildings wall sce, occasionally to the
point where students are forced to post
their announcements in chalk on the
cement walkway leading into the weatlv- -
ered brick structure,
While it is wonderful how much the
College's students, faculty and --staff take
part in improving the world around them,
often there are programs and services that
will go unnoticed by a better wrt of the
student population.
Well-attend- ed productions such as Scots
In Service or the recently held annual Relay
for life may at times overshadow smaller
projects involving fewer .students and far
less Miblicity.
Hie Future Bound program is one such
service activity, existing under the radar of
the school's general populous since its initi
--All ,.r
.
.
:
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ation this past fall by Manu Samanna-Spagno- li
'08.
"Future Bound is a program that is
designed to help high schixil students
develop some life skills, mainly how to
organize themselves, luw to lx' leaders and
how to be critical thinkers," said Samanna-Swgno- li.
"What's most important alxmt
the program is that it encourages them to
work with tlieir peers, and liave good inter-
personal relationships."
.
. Every Tuesday evening from 4 to 5 p.m.,
Samanna-Spagno- li, accompanied y
Gordon Lee '11 and Dyson Turner '11
meet with volunteer student participants of
all grades from Wooster High School kxk-in-g
to enhance the quality of their lives, and
in turn tlie lives of those around them.
They are joined by Phyliss Jones from the
STEPS program and John Fishburn, an
area transmissions coordinator for the
scliools in the Wooster community.
While Future Bound is not tlie only
service program at the College centered
around mentoring public-scho- ol students, it
has been specifically designed to stand apart
from any other program on campus.
"At the time tliere were other tyx-- s of
v.
Above,, some samples of Kindbom's work (Photos courtesy Jen Kindbom).
Mentor program is "Future Bound"
Pat Hughes J
Chief Staff Writer
By simply walking into Tlie College of
student volunteer programs that work with
kids, but tliere wasn't one that gave (he high
school students a chance to organize by
themselves and make their own decisions,"
Samanna-Spagno- li explained.
From its inception, Future Bound estab-
lished antral goals fixusing on deterring
underage drinking and substance abuse.
The program takes an approach that allows
the students involved to take cliarge and
organize their ideas both effectively and
productively
,
-
With this objective in mind, tlie nx'm- -
bers of Future Bound arranged a Youth
Summit, in which tlie members of the high
' school were in charge of talking with other '
students about drug use in tlie Wooster
area.
'Tlie Youth Summit was great. It gave
the people involved a chance to interact
with their peers and make some lasting
relationship" said Samanna-Sagnol- i.
Tlie group is always kxiking to recruit
more high school and college students to
join. If you're interested, contact .Manu
Sanianna-Sjxg-no- li at nisamanna-spagn- o-
li08wooster.edu, or stop by one of the.
Tuesday meetings in Lowry 1 18 at 4 p.m.
INNOVATIVE EATS: Getting Creative at Lowry
Masala Chips
INGREDIENTS:
- 2 c. deli potato chips
14 c. chopped onion
- 5 packets lemon juice
-- Paprika and chili powder to taste
If your daily lunch routine is starting to get dull,
try this spicy, Indian-inspire- d snack!
Place chips in a bowl; mix in onion. Drizzle lemon juice
over top. Add spices to taste. Invert another bowl over
the first and shake to mix. Uncover and enjoyl
This week's recipe courtesy Anoop Parik.
'Relay' generates record donations
v I , J--
--
'
Anna Gil '09 shows off spirit (Photo courtesy Brittahny Lee).
Last Friday afternoon, April
18, through Saturday morn-
ing, April 19, The College of
Wooster participated in its
fourth annual Relay for Life
fundraising event for the
American Cancer Society.
Self-organiz-
ed student, staff
and faculty teams set up
lables and had group mem-
bers walking throughout the
night. The 18-ho- ur event
consisted of activities includ-
ing numerous musical per-
formances by campus
groups, a wing-eatin- g con
test, bingo and capture the
flag. Tunes from Woo 91 and
themed laps kept everyone
awake. The total raised by
the entire College this year
was $30,468.96, a record for
the school.
"Volunteer Insight" is an installment of a rotating
column in Features that spotlights various volunteer-
ing events and provides an opportunity for members
of Wooster s volunteer community to share their
experiences. If you are interested in contributing to
this column, or if you'd like to get involved in vol-
unteer initiatives on campus and in the surrounding
community, please contact the Wooster Volunteer
Network at fWNwooster.edu or Nick Weida at
nweida08wooster.edu.
. v
Two weeks ago, a group of students made their way up to Cleveland for a
day of volunteering and baseball.
" The group was part of the Wooster Volunteer Network's effort to encour-
age volunteerism at the Interfaith Hospitality Network (IHN) of Cleveland,
an organization that provides temporary care for those in need throughout
claireburgess
the Cleveland area.
The IHN is a network of religious communi'ties
that works to feed, house and care for homeless fam-
ilies.
In church and synagogue facilities, families can find
a system of physical and psychological support to'
deal with the realities of their situation, as well as aid
in finding a stable place to live.
The organization is a local chapter of "Family
Promise," a national group of I3i networks. The
t IHN has grown exponentially since its establishment
in 1998. It currently encompasses 62 congregations and is staffed by S.ooo
active volunteers.
Members of the WVN joined these ranks on Saturday, April 12, when thir-
teen students got up early and carpooled to the IHN headquarters near
Progressive Field to participate in a pizza party with some of the families
supported by the IHN.
After spending time bonding with the children, the students drove the
short distance to Progressive Field to enjoy an Indians game with the whole
group.
The Tribe battled the Oakland A's that night, and in spite of a 7-- 3 loss aiid
weather that was less than baseball-perfec- t, both the students and families
had a great time. "It was a great game and the children especially enjoyed
going with us," said one student volunteer.
The day took some planning before it came to fruition. In order to volun-
teer at IHN, the students were first required to go through a training session,
sponsored by the IHN campus program house.
Stephani Ham '10 led the session a few nights before the trip, providing
information that included a video and statistics on the families supported by
the IHN as well as a discussion about her experiences, both w ith volunteer-
ing at IHN in the past and with the homeless in general.
The activity, sponsored by the WVN, is scheduled to become a regular
event, continuing at least once a semester.
Hopefully, this will continue to be the two-w- ay education it was on April
12, with the program providing everyone involved with valuable insight into
the lives of others.
The children were able to connect with Wooster students and enjoy a pleas-
ant trip away from the daily difficulties their families face, and Wooster stu-
dents were able to get a glimpse of what life is like for families who might
look just like their own, but are faced every day with the uncertain realities
of living in temporary housing and depending on organizations like IHN.
If you are interested in volunteering to help the homeless through organ-
izations like the IHN, please contact Stephani Ham (shamlowooster.edu).
Claire Burgess '10 is a psychology and philosophy double major. She is
involved in WVN and volunteers with the Lincoln Way Reads program, and
also spearheaded the restoration ofJaycee Park in Wooster last summer.
Abigail Padfield '08 also contributed to fh's week's column. A history major,
she volunteers with Habitat for Humanity and Atlantic City Rescue Mission.
working with kids in an academic,
rather than outdoors, environment,"
said Long.
Marianne Sierocinski '11 is also a
tutor, and she stressed the impor-
tance of students strengthening
their writing skills.
"Writing is key for student success
in college in practically every field,
and so I really like, helping others
improve their skills in this area," she
noted.
INDEPENDENT STUDY TITLES
Seniors cap off their capstone projects with a little humor.
Compiled by Missie Bender
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Junior brings assistance of writing center to high school
Taylor Swope
Voice Staff .
Last fall, Megan Connor "09, who
transferred to Wooster her sopho-
more year from The University of
St. Andrews in Scotland, brought an
idea from an education class to life in
the Wooster community.
She met with Assistant Professor in
Education Matthew Broda and
William Macauley, Associate
Professor of English and Director of
Writing, to initiate the birth of a writ-
ing center at Wooster High School.
Connor first began working with
the teachers at the high school to
gauge interest in the program.
"Megan is a student of mine and
she hatched this fantastic idea and
was looking for someone to help her
develop her ideas, so I was excited
to help Megan explore the ways in
which the COW writing center
model could benefit the students she
is interested in teaching in grades
nine through 12," said Broda.
Broda was also able to connect
Connor with important faculty
members at the high school: his wife,
Kristin, is the chair of the English
department at the higli school.
Connor said the purpose of the
meetings with teachers was to "test
out the idea and see if there was
interest," since faculty support will
be instrumental in the future success
of the center.
The writing center 'at Wooster
High School is currently in a "pilot"
stage. 1
Connor and the other tutors are
working to develop the best methods
I
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Students work on a paper together at the College writing center (Photo by Mark DeWine).
to help students improve their writ-
ing skills and feel more confident in
their abilities.
High school students have two
options for tutoring sessions: they
can either meet with a College tutor
face-to-fa- ce during lunch hours in
the library of the high school, or
they can submit their writing online,
where tutors will read their work,
make comments and send it back.
Connor has established two sets of
Collegei tutors who assist with each
of these options.
Tutor positions are not jus't limit-1- "
ed to College students. "We would
also love, to- - have high' school stu-
dents as peer tutors," she said.
Nate Long '() is a tutor at the
writing center, and he said that he
lias enjoyed working with kids in a
new setting.
"I work at a boys camp during the
summer, and it's interesting to In- -
Connor said that most of the stu-
dents the writing center has seen
during the pilot program are from
an expository writing class, which is
geared towards college-boun- d
upperclassmen.
However, she said, "We have mar-
keted the' writing center to every
class and across every discipline."
Connor said that she expects to
see many more students when the
program returns in the fall after
summer vacation, because the pro-
gram will start with the school year.
Also, students will have more time
available for sessions with tutors,
instead of just the lunch hour dur-
ing the pilot program. -
Broda said that as an educator, he
sees countless benefits to this 'pro-
gram. High school students are able
to improve their writing with
Wooster tutors who have been well
trained.
"This type of program highlights
one of the benefits of studying edu-
cation in a. liberal arts setting," he
said. "Students like Megan are able
to merge rigorous, critically oriented
and engaging disciplinary studies
into a personalized learning experi-
ence where students are not just
empowered to make a difference, but
also equipped." ' (
If you are interested in volunteer-
ing as a tutor with the Wooster High
School Writing Center, contact
Connor at mconnorlOwooster.edu.
She is looking for people who are
willing to work in the high school
and enjoy writing.
Broda echoed Connor's positive
outlook, saying, "The potential for
this program is immense."
"Looking to fill someone's shopping cart? Role of ad-se- lf congruency in adver-
tisement effectiveness for Individualists and collectivists"
Divya Gopikumar, advised by Amber L Garcia in Psychology.
"If All You Need is a Girl and a Gun, Then We Should be Okay: An Examination
of Truth 29.97 Times per Second"
David Alexander, advised by Ansley Valentine in Self-Design- ed Film Studies.
"From Bebop to Hip-Ho- p Sample; The Evolution of a Tradition"
Jake Blasini, advised by Josephine Wright in Africana Studies.
"A Jewish Pervert, A Chinese Warrior and a Greek Hermaphrodite Walk Into a
Bar: Contemporary Depictions of the Subaltern in Ethnic Literature"
Von Walter Chorbajian, advised by Debra Shostak in English.
"What The $?!: The Life Cycle of Censorship in Young Adult Literature"
Alison Hunter, advised by Marcy Campbell in English.
"Cops and College Kids: An Examination of Collegiata Attitudes Towards Law
Enforcement"
Conor Hannan, advised by Heather Fitz Gibbon in Sociology. '
"'I Do' X 2: The Stain of Morman Polygamy"
Aliya Maseelall, advised by Jennifer Graber in Religious Studies.
"The 6,670,903,752,021,072,936,960 Reasons Why Sudoku is a Puzzle Worth
Solving"
Bethany Smith-Polderma- n, advised by Jennifer L. Roche in Mathematics.
'
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"You (Don't) Sound Gay!: A Study on the Effects of Homosexual Speech and.
Expectancy Violation on Target Likeability"
Emily E. Wilson, advised by Amber Garcia in Psychology.
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Buy 2 packages of
FRESH-MAD- E
and get the 3rd package
IV
with your Advantage Card
mt&mm, WcgOj mm-i- m
Start your summer with style.
This summer, island-inspir- ed prints
are all the rage.
, For a hot look
V ITS
sarahgerlach
that will keep
you cool, don an
airy frock.
Look to Na-
nette Lepore's
bright and busy
summer collec
tion for inspir- -
ation.
The "Cubist Sheath Dress", fea-tur- es
a cream and gray print with
bursts of fuchsia flowers and pink
beading that will make you feel like
island royalty (Neiman Marcus,
$370), and the "Floral-Pri- nt
Cropped Jacket" blends shades like .
cranberry and orange to create a
girly, fun look (Neiman Mar-
cus, $375).
For those with more conservative
budgets, tropical-pri-nt dresses, are
available at Forever 21 for un-
der $30.
The "Tropical Print Dress" is a
short knit frock. The dress is not
only comfortable, but eye-catchi- ng,
as well, with brilliant navy and
orange hues (Forever 21, $22.80).
miArt by Jennifer Jones.message.The film follows Peter Bretter(Jason Segel, an Apatow film staplewho also wrote, the screenplay), acomposer for the hit Law & Order- -,
like show in which his girlfriend,
Sarah Marshall (Kristin Bell) stars.
After five years of dating, howev-
er, Sarah decides to call it quits with
Peter in one of the most humiliating
For more casual occasions, tropic
tops are sure to add flavor to any
basic outfit. '
On sale now, Old Navy's keyhole
tube tops are bursting with playful
summer designs (Old Navy, $9.99).
Even the usually sweet and
(733SISJJ
demure Juicy Couture collection fea-
tures bright designs.
The "Printed Terry Hoodie," for
instance, features a lime green and
citrus yellow medallion print that
will invoke an island feel even while
you work (Juicy Couture, $158).
This trend extends to swimwear
and accessories, as well.
Milly's trademark patterned fash-
ions appear on string bikinis, like the
"Floral String Bikini," adorned with
gold and pink beading (Neiman
Marcus, $212).
J. Crew also incorporates floral,
tropical prints into their basic
ibegs:hm
However, upon arriving at the
Island prints rule summer style
swimwear.
The "Fiji Floral Terry" bathing
suit top is also groundbreaking; it is
the brand's first terry cloth swimsuit
that you can actually swim in (J.
Crew, $44).
For a trendy, summery handbag,
invest in Lilly Pulitzer's Via Tote,
available in both small and large
'
sizes.
The small tan canvas bag is
trimmed with yellow, green, and
pink flowers, fusing both practicality
and style (Lilly Pulitzer, $88).
For a warm'look on a cool summer
night, wear Anthropologie's "Coral
Reef Scarf," a colorful
,
silk wrap
(Anthropologic $48).
Merfcan also add tropical prints to
their wardrobes.
The J. Crew "Fiji Patchwork Batik
Short" features a variety of island
patterns -- that would go perfectly
with a solid oxford shirt (J.Crew,
' $69.50).
For men that prefer simplicity, Old
Navy has a line of distressed, pat-
terned belts.
The belt designs show different
aspects of island scenery, which add
a summery touch, to basic leather
(Old Navy, $20).
get his heartbreak goes awry, and the,
ex-lov- ers have several comical
encounters during their stay, both
witli ea,ch other and other hotel
guests and employees.
Peter even begins to fall for Rachel
(Mila Kunis), the- - hotel concierge,
further complicatirig the situation.
One of the great things about this
movie is that almost every character
Section Editors:
Gillian Helwig
Missie Bender
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WAG Spring FestRelay for Life combo draws crowds
Ryan McMahon
Voice Staff
The coming of spring is marked
by many things: warm weather, peo-
ple sunning .on the quad and, of
course, the music and festivities of
the annual Spring Fest, held here on
Wooster's campus.
Spring Fest 2008 was more suc-
cessful than in past years, if for no
other reason than the fact that the
weather was fantastic (as opposed to
last year where it rained and the
event had to be held indoors).
This year's Spring Fest, sponsored
by the Wooster Activities Crew
(WAC), was unique in that it was
held in conjunction with another
major spring event here at the
College, Relay for Life. , ,
Holding the events together
proved that the whole is often
greater than the sum of two parts:
Spring Fest was able to draw atten-
dees of Relay for Life up' the hill to
listen to the bands, and Relay was
more heavily trafficked by students
who may have not otherwise known
about the event. t
' However, this unification of the
two events was not the original rea-
son that WAC chose to hold Spring
n i. m r Tr v.
1 , ii
Fiery Furnaces was one of the acts who performed at Spring Fest (Photos by Maureen Sill).
Fest on April 18. The date was decid-
ed on not because it was during
Relay for Life, but because WAC had
scheduled the artist "Girl Talk"
to play.
When "Girl Talk" eventually
backed out of the event, the "Fiery
Furnaces" 'and "Cool Kids" were
booked instead.
Caitlin Quinn '10, a primary coor-
dinator of the event, indicated that
bands dropping out last minute are a
common problem when planning
events such as Spring Fest.
However, Quinn was still content
with the overall outcome of the
event.'
"I kind of wanted it to be more like '
Party on the Green, but not every-
one does, so I thought it was pretty
successful."
.
It may be a good thing that Spring
Fest is not so similar to Party on the
Green, which is held each fall.
Spring Fest offers a low key atmos-
phere for students to socialize, listen
to music, and enjoy food from the
grills on Lowry's back patio.
Party on the Green, on the other
hand, is much more of a concert set-
ting. The differences between the
two events? provide two unique out-
door music experiences for Wooster
students during the school year,
Quinn pointed out another impor-
tant difference between Spring Fest
'and Party on the Green. For Party
on the Green, her aim was to book a
mainstream, Top-4- 0 band. However,
the bands for Spring Fest were dif-
ferent in that they were both up and
coming groups. She also wanted to
offer a more diverse offering of
music for Spring Fest.
Quinn noted that "Cool Kids" were
actually a last resort, but worked out
well because they are a hip-h- op
group on the rise, being featured in a
Rhapsody Commercial and in the hit
television series, "Entourage," as
well as being listed in Rolling Stone
as a top ten band to watch in 2008.
"Fiery Furnaces" are also a popu-
lar indie group known for excellent
performances, almost everywhere
they play.
Despite the last minute line up
changes, Spring Fest was well-attend- ed.
Along with Relay For Life,
the two events offered an evening of
entertainment for COW students.
For more information about
'
other activities WAC hosts for stu-
dents throughout the year, visit
www.wooster.eduwac.
"Forgetting Sarah Marshall" continues Apatow's win streak
Gillian Helwig
Arts & Entertainment Editor
All too often when I gd to a movie,
I become so excited
about the previews that I
completely forget what
movie I'm actually about
to see. And most of the
time, as soon as I remem-
ber what the movie is, I'm
a little disappointed.
"Forgetting Sarah
Marshall" was not one of
those movies.
Despite the tantalizing,
albeit misleading, pre-
views 'for several soon-- i
to-b- e1' ., hit comedies,
including the eagerly
anticipated "Pineapple
Express," when the fea-
ture presentation began
to roll, I was excited.
Hesitantly excited,
though.
"Sarah Marshall" is
one of the latest film
projects from Judd
Apatow to hit the big
screen, and although hits
like "Knocked Up" and
"Superbad" have' assured
me that anything Apatow
puts his name on will
become an instant box
office hit, I couldn't shake
the dread that "Sarah
Marshall" would be the beginning of
his (inevitable?) Will Ferrell-esqu- e
decline: Would this film, recycle the
humor style and delivery of earlier
films so much that it would elicit
only half-heart- ed chuckles?
Luckily, "Sarah Marshall" not only
included hilarious insta-quot- es that,
despite being somewhat derivative of
Apatow's earlier films, were still
fresh enough to shock and entertain,
but it also featured much more thor-
ough characterizations (especially of
female characters) and a relatable
FORGETTING
SARAH
MARSHALL
scenarios possible. In an effort to
mend his heart and get over 1ier,.
Peter decides to take a vacation in
Hawaii.
resort, he learns that Sarah is there
with her new boyfriend, rocker.
Aldous Snow (Russell Brand).
Needless to say, Peter's plan to for--
is likable.
Aldous proves to be somewhat
endearing and genuine, despite his
reputation as a lothario.
Sarah even shows a
human side, as the audi-
ence sees relationship
flashbacks from her
point of view.
For me, this small bit
of character develop-
ment made the movie's
supposed villain more
likable than the heroine
from "Knocked Up,"
(Katherine Heigl) who
came off as whiny and
uptight, doubtless
because the entire
movie was shown from
the guy's point of view.
Adding to the film's
success is a slew of
sidekicks and secondary
characters (Bill Hader,
Jonah Hill and Paul
Rudd, to name a few)
that provide comic
relief throughout.
Unfortunately, Paul
Rudd's comedic
prowess is wasted on a '
mostly unfunny surfer
character, but it's
ly enough to ruin
the film.
.
-
The film's message,
although often buried in
scenes of hilarious awkwardness
(many stemming from Peter's dream
of composing a rock opera for pup-
pets based on the life of Dracula)
and ample nudity (we're talking male
full frontal here), h certainly accessi-
ble to everyone who has dumped or
been dumped, and gives hope for .
affable losers everywhere to find, and
hang on to, love.
April 25 - May 11
Senior Studio Art Independent
Study Group Exhibition
.
Sussel Gallery
'
April 27
.
Music Hour
Scot Symphonic Band ;
& Wooster Chorus v
2 p.m.
McGaw Chapel
'April 28
'
! Student Recital
Ronoldo Appleton, Voice
7:30 p.m.
Gault Recital Hall :
' May 4
' Hakan Rbsengren &
Chiara String Quartet
3 p.m.
, .
' Gault Recital Hall
Section Editors:
Nicholas Holt
Andrew Vogel
In singles, Grant D' Augustine '08
won at the No. 2 spot. Pat Grab '09
and Jeremy Dominik '09 in straight set
at third and fourth singles, respectively.
Chris Collen '09 rounded out the Scots
scorers witli a (7-- 5, 6-- 0) victory at
sixth singles.
Wooster followed the Witt match
with a 2-- 7 loss to nationally ranked
Denison University. D' Augustine was
Connor Hannan '08 and the team are 10-- 2 overall this season,
with a 1- -2 conference record (Photo courtesy OPI).
Chris Sweeney
Editor-in-Chi- ef
Since dropping an 1 1- -7 decision to
Ohio Wesleyan University (7-- 5, 3-- 1),
The College of Wooster (10-- 2, 1-- 2)
men's lacrosse team has rattled off
four-straig- ht wins, pushing their season
total to 10.
The;ir 10-- 2 record marks the first
Johann Weber
Senior Sports Writer
Tin? North Coast Atlantic
Conference is not an easy conference
to compete in many sports face stiff
competition from every member of
the N CAC throughout their seasons.
One of those "sports is women's
time the Scots have accumulated 10
wins since 1996.
After a 12-1- 1 home-wi- n against
Colorado College (6-- 5) and a 12-- 6 road-w- in
against Washington and Jefferson
College (3-8- ), tlie Slots returned home
for senior day and treated Oberlin
College (0-- 8, 0-- 1) to a 21-- 2 beatdown on
the final home game of the regular sea-
son. The win also gave the Scots their
first NCAC win, improving that mark
closest competitors, brought a
tremendous offense to the field on
April 19, going on a 6-- 3 scoring run in
the first half. Wooster took the break
to regroup and came- - back scoring,
returning with their own 5-- T2 run to
tie the game at ,8-- 8, which held until
the end of regulation play..
In the fust overtime, both teams
lacrosse, which has seen four teams vie scored a single goal, sending.the game
for th e first place spot year after year.
Lant year Wooster took that title,
and this year they're lining up to
repeal the feat with one last confer-
ence matchup against Ohio Wesleyan
University.
Wooster lias had another strong
season, with only two NCAC losses,
both coming in the last week. The
Scots lost to Denison 10-- 9 last week
and 1 1-- 10 to Ohio Wesleyan. This 4-- 2
record places them in contention tor
the title and gives them a guaranteed
placi!' in the NCAC tournament.
Denison, who is one of Wooster's
into fi second overtime. However, the
Scots came up short in the second
overtime with Denison grabbing the
only point and with it, the win.
"We played hard and fought hard to
recover from behind, but it was an
unfortunate position to be put in for
any team," said Roniy Eberle '07.
There were some amazing moments
; our defense held oft' Denison's
attack several times, and our attack
had some beautiful plays."
Leading Wooster's offense were
Taryn Higgins '09 and Carly Carey
'09, who recorded three goals each,
fc
SportsVoice .
again victorious at second singles (6-- 4,
'
6--1).
Rob Ashmead '09 earned Wooster's
other point with a three-s-et victory at
sixtli singles (6-- 4, 6-- 7 (1-- 7), 10-3- ).
The Scots will participate in the
NCAC tournament this upcoming
weekend at Oberlin. It is an all-d- ay
event held on April 26 and 27.
Women's Tennis
its tentli win of the year with a 14-- 6
victory over Tri-Sta- te University (2-1- 0).
The second quarter propelled the
Scots to victory, scoring six goals over a
5:46 span to push their lead from 2-- 1 to
8-- 1. After that, the Scots cruised to a
victory.
Weschler again lead the way against
Tri-Sta- te with four goals and two
assists. Pat Coyne '10 then tied
Weschler for the team-hig- h in assists
with two as well.
Wooster's 10-- 2 record, with their
only losses coming to Ohio Wesleyan
'
and No. 13 Denison University (10-2- ),
the Scots have a strong resume for an
at-lar- ge bid to the NCAA Div. Ill tour-
nament.
The Siots' resume is amplified by two
facts: that Denison has only lost to the
No. 1 and No. 2 ranked teams in the
nation making Wooster's five-poi- nt
loss to the Big Red understandable. But
the more significant point is that the
Siots beat Colorado College 12-1- 1, giv-
ing Wooster a head-to-he- ad win over
another team vying for an at-lar- ge spot.
Had Wooster played and beaten
Women's lax in title contention
while Nina Dine '11 and Hillary
Darragli '09 added two points each.
Despite the high scores, Wooster
stood out in their defense as well, with
goalkeeper Jamie Dannenberg '09
holding off 12 attempts.
The last few week. saw Wooster
successfully defend their then unde-
feated conference record twice; defeat-
ing Kenyon 10-- 7, and Allegheny 14-1- 0.
All three of these last games
taught Wooster a lot about how to
play together.
"Allegheny taught our team a lot
about slowing down fast breaks, while
playing against Kenyon proved to our
conference that several people on our
attack can score," said Eberle.
"Denison had its ups and downs;
there were lots of highs and lows all
over the field."
Next up for Wooster is a non-confere- nce
match April 26 against St.
,yincent College, followed by the
start of the NCAC tournament
Women's tennis played host to both
Wittenberg University and Denison
University last weekend, losing both
matches 0-- 9.
Elissa Lauber '10 and Brenna Hart
'10 were competitive against
Wittenberg, losing 8-- 5 at first singles.
The Scots struggled against Denison
(14-- 3, 5-- 0), the No. 5 team in the coun-
try. Meredith Gavin '09 and Suzanne
Hamby 'l 1 played well as the doubles
team despite losing 8--3. Eden Kovacik
'10 played well for the singles team but
fell 3-- 6, 2-- 6.
The team will look to end the season
on a positive note as they participate in
the NCAC Tournament today and
tomorrow hosted at Oberlin College.
Softball
The softball team won both games
of a double header against Case
Western Reserve University on April --
22 to put the team back at .500 overall
this season at 17-1- 7.
The team took the first game in a
low scoring 3-- 2 affair and took the sec-
ond game 8--6. In'the first game, Katie
.
Pifer '09 pitched a complete game for
to get the win, giving up seven hits
. and two runs and striking out two.
For the offense in the first game, left
fielder Kate Kiley '09 went 2-fo- r-2 with
a walk and scored run.
In the second game, Andrea Kelley
' ' 10 struggled early on, giving up five ,
. runs on nine hits and two walks.
However, Ronnie Wasmuth '1 1 (5-- 5)
picked up the slack and steadied the
team the rest of the way, allowing only
one run on three hits.
The team's final two games are April
26 and 29 at home against Ohio '
Wesleyan and Muskingum.
Men's lacrosse rallies for NCAA tournament berth
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to 1- -2.
"It feels good to go out on top, but
01erlin is not one of the elite teams in
the conference so it would have been
' nicer to play a team with a little more
significance," said the team captain Kyle
"""'"Story '08.
. .
"It was good fo get everyone on the
team playing so it was a good day," lie
said.
Wooster out-sh- ot Olierlin 64-1- 6 and
won 1 8 of 27 face-ofF- s. Leading the way
were Alex Mies '10 and Mark Weschler
'09, who each had four goals and one
assist.
Washington & Lee University (8-- 5) ear-
lier in the year, the Scots would have
But this year we can't just rely on the
fact that they're Wittenberg and we've
beaten them in the past. We have to
come oAt and really take care of busi-
ness early so that these young guys
don't get the opportunity to think that
they're in a game."
After that, Wooster has its arguably
biggest game of the year on Saturday,
May 3 against No. 19 Kenyon College
(9-- 1, 2-- 0). This game could decide
whether or not the Scots get into the
,
NCAA tournament. If the Scots finish
12-- 2 with a signature road-wi- n over
Kenyon they should earn an at-lar- ge
spot, but there have been snubs before.
"These games are by no means gim-mies- ,"
said Story. "But if we win it will
be pretty hard to keep us out based on
who we've played and who we lost to.
The teams out east that we've played
are both in contention for Pool B bids
and Colorado College is receiving votes
in the polls."
"Based on our strengtli of schedule, it
would be a pretty serious snub to keep
us out of the layofFs should we win our
last two games," he said.
Need Some Extra
Curriculars?
Got Extra Free
Time?
Just Love Sports?
Then please consider writing
for the Voice sports section
next year. Cover all kinds of
different sports, from football
fto lacrosse to basketball to ulti
mate frisbee. If you're interest-
ed, contact Andrew Vogel at
avogel10wooster.edu. The
Voice would love to hear from
any interested writers.
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Spring sports updates: tennis, golf and softball I bkesp
Nick Holt
Sports Editor
Golf
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their best finish of the year, with a
total score of 3 13 on Saturday and a
score of 316 Sunday at the Nye
Intercollegiate held at the Wooster
Country Club.
The team finished fifth overall, while
No. 9 Ohio Vesleyanook home the
overall championship with respective
scores of 303 and 300.
Finishing sec ond at the event was
Olivet College with 6 1 2, while
Allegheny College and Denison
University each finished with 618, tied
for third. Wooster's total of 629 put
them in fifth, sl ightly ahead of rival
Wittenberg University, which had 632.
.
Fat Lynch 'OS was the top overall
finisher for the Scots. Lynch finished a
77 on Saturday, and then posted an
even more impressive finish on Sunday
with a score of 151 over the two days.
This placed Lynch sixtli overall in the
tournament.
Jason Greet iwald '08 tied for 1 7th-pla- ce
thanks 'Co an impressive ofiening-da-y
score of 75.
Wooster ha s one last match before
the NCAC Championships, the 18-ho- le
Gannon Invitational on April 28th.
Men's Tennis
Wooster's mien's tennis team has
placed themselves in contention for yet
another top four conference finish by
splitting a pair of conference matches.
On April 1 9 Wooster hosted
Wittenberg 'University and came away
with a 6-- 3 victory. Wooster then took
two of the three doubles events to go
up 2-- 1.
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Elissa Lauber '10 and the women's tennis team lost to No. 5
Denison this past weekend 9-- 0 (Photo by Mark DeWine)
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Goodbye to
my readers
Well, the time has finally come: This
ps my last column of the year, and since
I passed orals, I'm fairly certain than
Lineup" will be retired after this
Pfhe
eek. My time as a columnist lias leftj
'
nickholt
me with manw
fond memories:
fighting deadlines
avoiding obvioti
stories, waxing
poetic on issues
like penguins an
bunnies, insultin
pax fans, receiving death threats fron
said fans; I couldn't ask for more.
As wonderful as this experience has
been, it has been frustrating at times.
ve held in my true feelings far to
bften, just so that I wouldn't come on
koo strong. But now, I don't care.
First, if you are a fan of a team fromd
NYC, Boston, Chicago or LA, do us all
a favor and shut up. The media covers
all o your sports far too much already.
Your misfortunes pale in comparison to
smaller cities like. Cleveland, BufFaloJ
Cinci, etc For each team from your city
that may have sucked recently (KnicksJ
Bruins, Cubs, Clippers) there is another1
team in your city that has recently won
a title. Don't be selfish, I don't want to
mear it, and ditch the hats Sox fans;
can smell your kind a mile away.
Secondly, can we all stop caring
about the head cases in sports? Yesj
T.O., Ocho Cinco, and others are crazy
and often highly inappropnateJ
However, ESPN's coverage of thos
Kuys rivals t, s coverage ot tram
wrecks like Britney Spears and Lindsay
ftjohan. Cue Chris Crocker. "LEAVE
another win over a potential at larg- e- U,Q ALONFT Wfi - kow lentv
team, dui tne game was canceiieu anu
not rescheduled.
However, Wooster still has -- unfinished
business that consists of two cru-
cial road NCAC games. The first is
tomorrow against Wittenberg
University (5-- 6, 1- -3) which is out to
spoil the Scots season with an upset.
"Wittenberg is a really young team
who doesn't fit .the traditional
Wittenberg lacrosse mold," said Story.
"Normally, we're always better than
Then, last Tuesday, Wooster notched Witt and we've beaten them in the past
people with issues, actually, we all knov
Kve have issues, let's focus on then
instead of how.PacMan Jones likes '
pake it rain. On second thought, the
Kvhole "make-it-rai- n" thing is too
ko be ignored, but I still have no desire
to see Owens do sit-u-ps.
i
We need to get past race in sports
There are obviously huge glaring
Issues regarding racism in sports (look
tup all the black Div. I football coachesi
hat everyday sports conversation is
pilled with racism, too. Here's a nev
thought black players and white playn
k-r-s can be similar. When discussinp
athletic quarterbacks with big armsi
and accuracy problems, Mike Vick and
Donovan McNabb will invariably get
mentioned. However, if you bring J.F
Losman you're crazy. Yet, put Byron
ttxftwich in the conversation and it's
pk. Ninety percent of a football player's
skin is covered, so can't we just ignor
Icolor for the remaining 10 percent'
Finally my last pent up issue.
I LOVE MUSICALS. Holy cowj
when I heard that they were coming
but with a film version of "Sweeney
rTodd I was happier than Dikemh
Mutumlxv I jam out to the "Rent"
soundtrack bi-wee- kly, have "Newsies-partie- s
with a select group of co-co- n-
Lspirators, adore Gilbert and SullivanJ
and dream of a day when people will
.
.imve up speech, ana sing out tneir
thoughts and feelings. This has notW
Hng to do with sports. However, try
writing columns about nothing, while
hiding your passion.
.
Ok, now that those issues are off my
fchest, a few quick hits on recent eventsJ
'm so glad that people have finally
realized now screwed up the contracts
hbr NFL dr'aftpicks are. People are mak-- j
ing a big deal of how Jake Long will I
the highest paid lineman in the NFl
before he plays a down. Newsflash: this
is nothing new. Vernon Davis, the No. 5
pick two yea-- s ago was instantly the
top paid tight end. Nobody should
kvant to pick in the top 1 5. The value in
the draft is in the late first round and
arly second round. The NFL needs to
move towards pre-s-et rookie contracts
Nobody should want to mortgage the
future of their entire franchise on
sure thing" like.a Reggie "I'll never I
more than a third-dow- n back" Bush.
I'm running out of words, so thank
won to the NBA a great season.
I suppose that's about it It's been i
pleasure writing for all of you. Who
Urn I kidding, I did it for myself
Regardless, I wish the best to all of yoi
and hope you always remember..
RED SOX SUCK! .
wJick Holt is a
.forts tJitorfor the Voice.
uf you are insterested in sewling him
Wfts'contdrt him at nholtOx(iiiwosUr.edu
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Cory Fox '08 is the co-capta- in of the women's ultimate frisbee
team, which will compete in the regionals in Detroit, Mich, this
weekend (Photo by Virginia Henry).
Chris Sweeney
Editor in Chief
The College of Wooster's
women's ultimate frisbee team, Betty
Gone Wild, finished with a 5- -2
record and a third-pla- ce finish at the
annual sectional tournament.
Finishing in the top five allowed the
team to qualify for the 16-tea- m Great
Lakes Regional tournament, held in
Detroit tomorrow.
The top two teams from the
regional tournament qualify for '
nationals on May 18 in Boulder, .
Colo.
A big win at the sectional tourna-
ment came against Oberlin College,
which also qualified for regionals.
Wooster defeated Oberlin 8-- 4. The
game had significance because
Oberlin finished fourth, just behind
Wooster, due to the loss.
"In the past Oberlin has always
been really good," said Rebecca
Cahill '08. "I remember playing them
in my first year and it wasn't even a
game. Just seeing the progression
from my first year to this year was
really exciting for me."
Along with The Ohio State
University, Ohio University, Wooster
and Oberlin, Case Western Reserve
University will also represent the
section at regionals.
Betty Gone Wild accumulated a
23-1- 8 overall record over the 2007-0- 8
year, but their overall mark can be
misleading since they went 4-- 9 in the
fall season when they had four of
their players studying abroad. At
full-streng-
th in the spring, the team
is 19-- 9 with their most important
stretch coming at sectionals. Their
only tsvo losses of the tournament
came to the eventual top two teams:
Ohio State and Ohio University.
What's even more impressive is
that Betty Gone Wild is in the midst
of only its fourth season and is about
to make its second trip to the region-
al tournament despite qualifying for
J
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Scots beat Case at Progressive Field, fall to Heidelberg
Andrew Vogel
Sports Editor
The Wooster Fighting Scots saw
their five-ga-me winning streak snaped
tliis past Wednesday at home as the kits
of Heidelberg Student Princes came
alive late to beat Wooster 9-- 2.
After three straight losses to Oberlin,
Kent State and Denison, the Scots were
able to put together a five-ga- me win-
ning streak, including a win over Case
Western Reserve University this past
Tuesday. This past Wednesday, though,
the Scots' bats were unable to get it
going against the Heidelberg pitchers.
While the Scots were able to score
early in the game, Heidelberg scored
the games last nine runs. In the second
inning. Matt Groezinger '10 smacked a
double to right-cente- r, and was Liter
driven in by Dan Skulina '08. In the
fourth, Skulina padded the Scots' lead to
2-- 0 with an opxsite field home run to
right center. However, from the fifth
inning pn, Heidelterg took control.
Anthony Trapuzzano '0.9 pitched
four scoreless innings to start the game,
but ran into trouble in the fifth. In the
fifth inning, Trapuzzano recorded one
out, but gave up a walk and two hits,
leaving the game tied at two with a run-n- er
on second. Adam Samson '08 was
able to retire the first batter he faced,
but a wild pitch brought in the third run
of the inning in, for the Student Princes,
giving Heidelberg a 3-- 2 lead going into
the bottom of the fifth.
In the bottom of the third, the Scots
were able to put
men on the corners
with no one out, but
were unable to get
the runners in. For
I leidelberg, reliever
Andy Lowe came in
with no one out and
got out of a big jam
inducing two pop
outs and a
grounder to strand
both of the run-
ners. From there,
neither Hall nor
Heidelberg looked
back.
In the top of the
sixth, Samson ran
into more trouble,
giving up two runs
and struggling to
find the strike zone
after consistently
falling behind the
Heidelberg hitters.
In the top of the
seventh, Matt
DeGrand '10' came
in to relieve
Samson. After the
leadoff hitter for
I leidellxrg reached
due to a Matt
Johnson '08 error,
DeGrand struck
out the next batter
Swearingen '10
Heidelberg 'runner
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Ultimatefrisbee advances to regionals
it all four years. The last two qualifi-
cations came due to other teams
dropping out and financial con-
straints caused Betty Gone Wild to
miss regionals. The team competed
in regionals during its first year.
"When we started, there were
three players who carried the team
completely and the rest of us had no'
idea what we were doing," said
Cahill. "Now, we have 10 players who
all know what they are doing. There
is so much more depth to the team;
we work together as a team without
one particular standout."
"Even when I joined the team it
was really clear that there were only
three people who had a good handle
on what they were doing," said team
co-capt- ain Cory Fox '08. "The whole
rest of the team was all learning,
constantly asking questions and mak-
ing mistakes. Now our main strength,
against other teams is our depth, even
in the top two teams there are clear
top two or three players. But with our
team, everyone thats on the field is
doing something productive and
knows their role on the team."
Wooster is by no means a favorite
to qualify for nationals, being seeded
1 1th. However, just because a team is j
seeded higher does not mean they are
invincible.
"So much of ultimate comes down
to how much you want it," said Fox.
"While that's true with any game, it
is especially true with ultimate just
because of the way you are matched
up one-on-o- ne for every point and,
ultimately, that's what its going to
come down to."
Despite losing the core of their
and leaders from last year and I was
really nervous about what it was
going to be like. I didn't think we
were going to do very well and I'm
amazed at how our team has come
together and how dedicated we've
become."
With a deep team and talent all
enth, Lowe retired
the first two Scot
batters easily before
the next three hit-
ters reached based
bringing up the
team's leading hit-
ter, Sean Karpen '09,
with the bases
loaded. However,
Karpen grounded
out to the third
baseman to end the
Scot rally.
Heidelberg posted
four runs in the next
two innings to post
a 9-- 2 victory. It was
the Scots' second
home loss of the
season.
The previous day,
the Scots enjoyed far
more success, beat-
ing Case at
Progressive Field.
"
i r.f ( the home field of:;...' V,.' I . I J the Clevelandf - i ' ''..- '-. " Indians. It was the
nrst time in scnooi
history that the
team had played in a &
Major League
Dan Skulina '08 homered in the eighth inning of Wooster's 6-- 1 Baseba11 stadium,
win over Case at Progressive Field (Photo courtesy
'
OPI). att ,Barnes '10 'fd
-
. the charge for the
and catcher Shane DeGrand then struck out the next bat- - Scots, setting a career-hig-h with 1 1
threw out the ter to end the inninir. strikeouts in seven strong- - inninu--s as
" . D O
trying to steal. Down 5-- 2 in the bottom of the sev- - the Scots edged Case 6-- 1 in Cleveland.
Barnes gave up one run in the bottom
of the first. While two of Case's first
three batters reached, Barnes set down
16 of the next 17 batters.
The Scots answered in the top of the
second, when Groezing er doubled and
Pat Christensen '08 singled to drive him
in to start the inning. Christensen then
scored when Bubba O'Donnell '08 sin-
gled to right. The Scots held on to the
lead and were in control the rest of the
way.
The team brought a 3-- 1 lead into the
eighth inning. Skulina then supplied the
offensive headlines, breaking the game
open with a three-ru- n homer into the
seats that effectively put the game away
for Wooster.
Barnes pitched well, giving up only
one run on four hits. Justin McDowell
'11 pitched a scoreless eighth, while
DeGrand and Mark Miller '09 com-
bined to seal the win in the ninth. '
Next up for the Scot s is a double
header tomorrow at home against
Hiram College. It is Senior
Appreciation Day at Art Murray Field
as the Scots will honor the career con- -,
tributions of Skulina, Samson,
O'Donnell, Christensen as well as Jake
Sankal "08.
After the home game Saturday
against Hiram, the team will conclude
its home schedule, hosting John Carroll
on, Wednesday, April 30 and Ohio
Northern the following da y. x
The semi-fin- al round of the NCAC
Tournament begins May ii and 4, with
the championship rounds May 8 and 9.
Track teams compete
at Kenyon Classic
i
!
..
f
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Tristan Jordan '09 placed teneth in the men's javelin throw in the
recent Kenyon Classic (Photo courtesy OPI).
Missie Bender
A&E Editor
This past Saturday, April 19, the
team from last year, Betty Gone Wild ! Fighting Scot track and 'field team
has continued to excel. But going j participated in the Kenyon Classic,
into the year, there were doubts Wooster was among nine schools that
aboiiJ losing such talent. competed at the meet. The women's
"I was really nervous about what j team finished in fifth place with a total
this year was going to be like," said j 'of 66 points-an- d the men's team fin- -
Fox. "We lost our clear best players ! i.shed in sixth with a total of 67.
Suzanne Capehart '11 finished sec-
ond in the Women's 1,500 meter run
with a time of 4:55.59. Emily
Wilmers '11 also turned in a notable
performance; Wilmers finished sev-
enth in the Women's 400 meter dash
with a total time of 1:02.53. In the
women 400 meter hurdles, Ali
over the field, there is no reason why j Drushal '09 (fourth place) and Kelly
Betty Gone Wild can't finish their j Patton '08 (seventh place) represented,
season strong at regionals and, with the Scots well with times of 1:10.18
some strong will, qualify for the j and 1:13.73. Drushal also received
national tournament. I third place in the pole vault (3.04m).
Whitney Rappole ' 1 1 did wel 1 in the
300 meter steeplechase, placing in
fifth and seventh place with a time of
1 3:30.9 1'.
The men also did notably well.
Mark DeWine '09 placed fifth in the
men's 5,000 meter run and placing in
sixth right below him was teammate
Rick Workman '10. Terry Workman
'10 also did notably well in the 5,000
meter run, coming in eleventh place.
Matt Jensen '08 came in fifth pi ace in
the Men 110 Meter hurdle (16.19).
Two strong performers in the Kunyon
Classic were Tristan Jordan 'OS and
Sean Twining '11. In the men's long
jump, Jordan placed tenth and in the
men's javelin throw, Twining placed
fourth.
This Saturday and Sunday,, the
men's and women's track and field
teams will compete in the North
Coast Athletic Conference Decathlon
and Heptathon at Oberlin College.
2007-200- 8 SURVIVOR SUPPORT SYSTEM
A group of faculty and staff who are available to confidentially assist survivors of, or those who know survivors of sexuial
assault. For assistance contact:
Nancy Anderson Longbrake Ext. B038
Mary Bacler Kauke 005 Ext. 4857
Heather Fitz Gibbon Kauke 007 Ext. 8371
Pain Frese Kauke 014 Ext. 8456
Shirley Huston-Findle- y Wishart 118 Ext. 8543
Dianna Rhyan The Lilly House Ext. 8301
Carroll Meyer . Westminster Church Ext. 8808
O
Students may also call the College counselorsmedical staff at Ext. 8319 or the Campus Chaplain at Ext. 8558.- -
To report an assault, contact the Wooster City
Police at 91 1 (emergencies) or (330) 864-333- 3, or Campus Security at Ext. 8590.
For information, please access: http:www.wooster.edupolicies.
i
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